NIST Cloud Computing Security Workgroup (NCC-SWG) Kick off Meeting Minutes

Time: 03/02/2011 2:00-3:00 PM EST

Online at http://webconf.soaphub.org/conf/room/cc_security

Threads of discussions
1. The meeting started with Reviewing Mouli’s Security Service Architecture updates.
2. A strategy for identifying, analyzing cloud-specific threats.
   a. The threats are classified into three areas
      • Threats that is not Cloud Computing environment specific
      • Threats that is common to both Cloud Computing and traditional IT environment, but act differently in the Cloud Computing environment.
      • Threats that is specific to the Cloud Computing
   b. Participants agreed with the classification about the threats and asked how the threats would be collected.
3. Kathleen Moriarty’s work on Incident Response was not discussed, because she was not able to speak at the meeting. And, no participant has any comment on her work posted on the twiki site.

Action Items
1. Mouli is going to contact other members/participants via e-mail to collect the ideas of CC specific threats.
2. Threat Taxonomy